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OVERVIEW OF THE HUMAN STUDIES & CLINICAL TRIAL INFORMATION (HSCT) FORM

The HSCT form is present in all NIH funding opportunities: it is 
required whether or not human subjects are a part of your 
project. The form consists of a “cover” page that provides 
features to:
• attach a file for specimens/data use
• attach a delayed onset justification
• attach other information specified in the announcement
• an extractable Study Record, and a place to attach completed Study 

Record(s)

In G.G Workspace, the specimen use, other materials, and 
delayed onset files are uploaded to this form. But the Study 
Record must be either filled out or uploaded in the Sub Form 
row/window.



DOWNLOADING THE PHS STUDY RECORD FORM
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1. In Workspace: In the PHS Human Subjects & Clinical Trials (HSCT) Information form row, use Go To Subforms to open that window.
2. Click Add Subform Row 
3. Enter a name that helps you identify this study record, especially if there will be multiple, and then save.
4. Download the form to work offline, or open the webform to complete it that way.

1

2

3

4



OVERVIEW OF THE PHS STUDY RECORD DOWNLOADED FORM

Workspace Form information 
cover page.

Scroll down to access the 
Study Record pages. 
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DON’T COMPLETE A STUDY RECORD WHEN…

• Research uses qualified biospecimens or biospecimen data.
• All the specimens or data comes from cadavers or otherwise deceased individuals.
Instead of the study record:
• Provide an explanation for any use of human specimens and/or data not considered to be human subjects research. This explanation

should include:
• Who is providing the data/biological specimens and their role in the proposed research; 
• Description of the identifiers that will be associated with the human specimens and data; 
• List of who has access to subjects’ identities; and 
• Describe how the privacy of research participants and confidentiality of data will be protected.

• In Workspace, this PDF file is uploaded directly to the PHS HSCT Information form. 
(Not uploaded as the study record, which is added as a Subform).
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DON’T COMPLETE A STUDY RECORD WHEN…

Study meets definition of Delayed Onset - human subjects research is anticipated within the period of 
award but definite plans for this involvement cannot be described in the application (because it depends on 
the outcomes of the planned research).

Instead of a study record:

• Provide at Study Title - Enter a brief, unique title that describes the study the participants will be involved in.
• Provide a justification explaining why human subjects study information is not available at the time of application. 
• If NIH’s Single Institutional Review Board (sIRB) policy will apply to your study, this justification must also include information 

regarding how the study will comply with the policy. The applicant must provide a statement naming the sIRB of record in the 
Just-in-Time submission prior to award.

• If NIH’s Policy on the Dissemination of NIH-Funded Clinical Trial Information will apply to your study, this justification must 
also include the dissemination plan.

In Workspace: On the PHS HSCT Information form, Delayed Onset Study(ies) section, enter the Title in Study Title field, use the 
Add Attachment button upload the Justification file.
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SPECIMEN AND DELAYED ONSET UPLOAD/ATTACHMENT DETAILS

In Workspace, if the research is not using human subjects, but will use biospecimens or specimen data: Check “Yes,” and Add Attachment (file 
name must be 50 characters or less, and not use any special characters.

In Workspace, if delayed onset: Enter the title, check if it clinical trial is anticipated,  and Add Attachment (file name must be 50 characters or less, 
and not use any special characters.
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EXEMPT STUDIES & THE STUDY …

All exempt categories require sections 1 
and 3, but only Exempt 4 allows leaving 
section 2 unfilled.

Please note that eCommons will not 
accept (e.g. error) your proposal if the 
study record is improperly filled out.



Identify your study type: HUMAN SUBJECTS OR CLINICAL TRIAL

• NIH now posts clinical trial specific funding opportunities. If you 
select a clinical trial required opportunity and do not include a 
clinical trial study report in your proposal, it will ERROR at 
eCommons.
• It is imperative to determine if your study meets the NIH definition of 

a clinical trial so you connect and submit with the correct funding 
opportunity.
• Use the Decision Tree on the next slide, review the NIH website 

resources, or contact the MIT COUHES office for help identifying if 
your project is defined as a Clinical Trial. 
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For more information and definitions, please refer to the NIH compliance website: 
https://grants.nih.gov/policy/clinical-trials.htm



Does the research prospectively assign 
participants to an intervention? 

Is the research designed to evaluate an effect 
of the intervention on the participants?

Is the effect being evaluated a health-related biomedical or 
behavioral outcome?

Study meets the NIH definition of clinical trial. COUHES reviews research if the following criteria are met.

The study is 

NOT
a 

clinical trial

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

MIT Clinical Trial Decision Tree

The research does not involve significantly greater than minimal risk.

MIT has the appropriate resources necessary to facilitate the research.

Research required to follow policies and procedures set forth by the COUHES office. 
http://couhes.mit.edu/policies-procedures

Yes

Yes

Contact 
COUHES

617-253-6787

No

No
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http://couhes.mit.edu/policies-procedures
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Prospectively assigned term refers to a pre-defined process (e.g., randomization) specified in an approved protocol that stipulates 
the assignment of research subjects (individually or in clusters) to one or more arms (e.g., intervention, placebo, or other control) of 
a clinical trial).

Intervention is defined as a manipulation of the subject or subject’s environment for the purpose of modifying one or more health-
related biomedical or behavioral processes and/or endpoints. Examples include: drugs/small molecules/compounds; biologics; 
devices; procedures (e.g., surgical techniques); delivery systems (e.g., telemedicine, face-to-face interviews); strategies to change 
health-related behavior (e.g., diet, cognitive therapy, exercise, development of new habits); treatment strategies; prevention 
strategies; and, diagnostic strategies.

Health-related biomedical or behavioral outcome is defined as the pre-specified goal(s) or condition(s) that reflect the effect of 
one or more interventions on human subjects’ biomedical or behavioral status or quality of life. Examples include: positive or 
negative changes to physiological or biological parameters (e.g., improvement of lung capacity, gene expression); positive or
negative changes to psychological or neurodevelopmental parameters (e.g., mood management intervention for smokers; reading 
comprehension and /or information retention); positive or negative changes to disease processes; positive or negative changes to
health-related behaviors and, positive or negative changes to quality of life.

Significantly greater than minimal risk to subjects means that there is a probability of an event that is serious, prolonged and/or 
permanent occurring as a result of study participation or there is significant uncertainty about the nature or likelihood of adverse 
events.

Appropriate resources: see website COUHES.MIT.EDU for list of available resources at MIT.

Definitions for MIT clinical trial decision tree

couhes.mit.edu


Upload the Study Record Workspace
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1. Upload: In the PHS HSCT form row, use 
Go To Subforms to open that window.

2. In the Subform Row, click Upload to 
open the search window. 

3. Click Choose & locate the file.
4. Click Upload, then close the SubForm

window.

1

2

3

4

Result



Study Record TIPS – eCommons enforced!

• Human Subject studies must complete sections 1 through 3.2.
• At least one Enrollment Report must be added, unless the study is Exempt 

4.
• Clinical Trials must complete all Sections 1 through 4. (5 - only if the FOA requests it.)

• All narrative uploads must be plain PDF format.
• File names must be 50 characters or less.
• File names must be unique – so if you have more than one study record-the file names cannot be identical 

(e.g. ‘timeline.pdf”).
• Use the correct version for the F series: initial FOA’s will use V-2.0, but will 

transition to V-3.0 at NIH’s discretion.
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Required for Clinical Trial studies
Required for Human Subjects studies
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Do NOT provide an answer in 1.5 UNLESS it is 
the Clinical Trial Identifier ID number in the 

DEFINED Format.



Required for Clinical Trial studies
Required for Human Subjects studies

15

Click the button to add
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At least one Enrollment Report must be added & completed, unless the study is Exempt 4.

No: fill in Planned Enrollment Report
Yes; fill in Cumulative/Actual Enrollment Report
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Required for Clinical Trial studies

Required for Human Subjects studies
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3.1 and 3.2 are required for human subjects (3.3-3.5 are optional). 

All fields in Section 3 are required for clinical trials.
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Do NOT complete Section 4 when Human Subjects – but ALL fields required for Clinical Trials

Required for Clinical Trial studies
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Required for Clinical Trial studiesOnly complete Section 4 when your study is a Clinical Trial.


